
FSC® Centurian and Claymark Clear Pine Trim 

 

 

We are thrilled to stock a couple of innovative FSC® certified products to handle all of your pine trim needs! 

We proudly introduce Claymark® Centurion and Claymark® Clear Pine. 

More on high quality Claymark® Clear below, but first, we want to present you with some information on the 

best primed pine on the market! Claymark® Centurion is the next generation of treated finger-jointed pine, 

precision manufactured from Claymark’s® premium radiata pine blocks. 

A next generation patented treatment, Tru-Core®, is used to preserve and extend the life of the wood. This 

water-based, eco-friendly treatment penetrates right to the core and has a proven history of performance. 

Centurion™ is coated in a new-generation 100% acrylic protective primer, and finished with a high-build 

acrylic undercoat. This gives state-of-the-art protection, resists tannin and resin bleed and provides better 

adhesion and flexibility, while being safer and more environmentally friendly than traditional oil- or solvent-

based coatings. 

Centurion™ is the first choice for any job that requires a superior finish. But it has more than great looks in its 

favour. It is an environmentally sound product, sustainably grown and precision manufactured in New Zealand 

to Claymark’s® exacting standards. 

 

An Innovative Trim Treatment Called Tru-Core® 

 



Here at Sterritt Lumber, we are thrilled to stock an innovative FSC® certified product to handle all of your pine 

trim needs! 

Claymark Centurion trim is the next generation of treated finger-jointed pine, precision manufactured from 

Claymark’s® premium radiata pine blocks. 

An innovative treatment is used to enhance this terrific product: Tru-Core®, is used to preserve and extend the 

life of this versatile wood. This water-based, eco-friendly treatment penetrates right to the core and has a proven 

history of performance when it comes to durability. 

Centurion™ is coated in a new-generation 100% acrylic protective primer, and finished with a high-build 

acrylic undercoat. This gives state-of-the-art protection, resists resin bleed and provides better adhesion and 

flexibility, while being safer and more environmentally friendly than traditional oil- or solvent-based finishes. 

Centurion™ is the first choice for any job that requires a superior finish. But it has more than great looks in its 

favor. It is an environmentally sound product, sustainably grown, and precision manufactured in New Zealand 

to Claymark’s® strict standards. 

 

The Many Applications of FSC® Claymark Clear Pine 

 

Claymark® Clear Pine is a product that has a reputation for uncompromising quality! 



Claymark® uses only the finest timber, leading-edge manufacturing processes, and the most skilled designers to 

produce this line of clear solid pine boards. These reasons in part are why we at Sterritt Lumber back this fine 

product so much. 

This pine is the perfect solution for a variety of applications where precision, clean lines, and stately 

appearances are called for. You can use Claymark® Clear Pine for dozens of interior moulding and trim 

applications. Some of these include the finishing touches on bathrooms and kitchens, or trimming out a dining 

area or an entire basement. 

 

The specialty of this fine company is the production of premium clear boards, milled and manufactured to 

exacting standards and exported to the world. This cutting edge product is milled from the finest New Zealand-

grown radiata pine from carefully managed and certified plantation forests. Precision is at the core of this 

harvesting process, and this product’s reputation is based on the flawless quality of Claymark® products. 

Because when it comes to quality or sustainability, there is no compromise. 

 

Your Claymark® Centurion Questions Answered! 

 

Why use Claymark® Centurion Pine Trim? 

Claymark® Centurion is manufactured from the highest quality New Zealand Radiata Pine logs produced at 

Claymark’s two sawmill locations in the Central North Island of New Zealand. In addition, it is supported by an 

industry leading 50-year limited warranty against decay/rot and insect attack. Most importantly, Claymark® 

products are FSC® Certified! 

Why is this significant? 

Sourcing raw material from homogeneous, sustainable yield forests is important, but equally so are the 

consistency factors associated with the sawing and kiln drying operations. Because Claymark® Centurion is 

manufactured exclusively from lumber cut at Claymark® sawmills and dried in Claymark’s® own kilns, there 

is a consistency factor inherent in the Centurion. 

How is Centurion treated? 

Centurion is treated using the next generation Tru-Core® process. The Tru-Core process is a unique physical – 

chemical infusion process by which wood protection agents are mixed with specially designed elements, known 



as TANO compounds that enable the treatment to “walk” into the wood to reach the center of the board. 

Preservative penetration occurs within 24 hours. Many of the wood protection components become “fixed” in 

the wood. Other wood protectant elements become “substantive” and resist nature’s effects over many years of 

exterior application. 

How should Claymark® Centurion be stored? 

Until it is fastened into place, Centurion needs protection from direct sunlight, water, dirt and other elements. 

Centurion should be stored in a dry location off of the ground on blocks and be protected with a waterproof 

cover. Bundles should not be completely sealed as good air circulation is required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


